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People with Down syndrome (DS) have several difficulties in language

learning, and one of the areas most affected is language production.

Theoretical frameworks argue that prediction depends on the production

system. Yet, people with DS can predict upcoming nouns using semantically

related verbs. Possibly, prediction skills in people with DS are driven by

their associative mechanism rather than by the prediction mechanism based

on the production system. This study explores prediction mechanisms in

people with DS and their relationship with production skills. Three groups

were evaluated in a preferential-looking task: young adults, children with

DS, and a typically developing control group paired by sex and mental age.

Participants saw two images, a target and a distractor. They also heard

a sentence in one of the three conditions: with a verb that was closely

related to the object (e.g., “The woman read the book”), with a verb that

was moderately related to the object (e.g., “My uncle waited for the bus”),

or with a verb that was unrelated to the object (e.g., “My sister threw a

broom”). Their productive vocabulary was then measured. In the young adult

and typically developing groups, the results showed prediction in sentences

with highly and moderately related verbs. Participants with DS, however,

showed prediction skills only in the highly related context. There was no

influence of chronological age, mental age, or production on prediction

skills. These results indicate that people with DS base prediction mainly on

associative mechanisms and they have difficulty in generating top-down

predictions.
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Introduction

Lexical prediction allows people to anticipate information
based on the top-down pre-activation of potential word
candidates (Schoknecht, 2022) and respond rapidly and
assertively to linguistic information (Federmeier, 2007; Fine
et al., 2013; Kuperberg and Jaeger, 2016). Children can use
different kinds of cues to make predictions, including the
transitional probability between words (Pelucchi et al., 2009),
phonological forms, prosody (Ito and Speer, 2008; DeLong et al.,
2015), morphology (Martin and Ellis, 2012; Arias-Trejo et al.,
2013; Huettig and Brouwer, 2015), syntaxis (Federmeier and
Kutas, 1999), and sentence context (Campanelli et al., 2018).

There is extensive evidence about prediction using
semantically related verbs (Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Mani
and Huettig, 2012, 2014). Altmann and Kamide (1999) showed
that adults anticipate referents based on the semantic attributes
of a verb. On hearing eat, they looked more at the image of
an edible object than a non-edible one. There are also several
studies on prediction during language comprehension in
younger populations, such as infants and school children with
typical development (TD), that demonstrate prediction skills
as early as 24 months of age (Borovsky et al., 2012; Mani and
Huettig, 2012; Lukyanenko and Fisher, 2016; Mani et al., 2016;
Gambi et al., 2018). However, little is known about people
with genetic syndromes that lead to different developmental
trajectories (Arias-Trejo et al., 2019).

Down syndrome (DS) is a genetic disorder caused by
all or part of an extra copy of chromosome 21 (Lubec and
Engidawork, 2002). One in every thousand babies born presents
DS. It is the most frequent biological cause of intellectual
disability (Dierssen, 2012), resulting in cognitive development
that falls behind chronological age (van Gameren-Oosterom
et al., 2011). One area of disadvantage in children with DS
is language production. Part of this disadvantage is related to
physical abnormalities in the vocal apparatus (Kumin et al.,
1994), including a small oral cavity, irregular teeth, a large
tongue, and abnormalities in the facial muscles. They are usually
affected by hearing loss and otitis media, which affect not
only comprehension but also perception of speech during oral
production (Dodd and Thompson, 2001).

Word comprehension scores in children with DS are similar
to those of their TD peers matched by mental age (see Næss et al.,
2011). Their comprehension of nouns and verbs, for instance,
is remarkably well preserved (Michael et al., 2012), but they
experience problems with grammar (Witecy and Penke, 2017),
use of contextual cues (Hsu, 2019), and syntax (Iverson et al.,
2003). In general, word production is lower in children with DS
than in those with TD (Roberts et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2013).1

1 Studies have found, however, that in the early stages of development,
production is equivalent in groups matched by mental age (Galeote et al.,
2011; Checa et al., 2016).

They usually present delayed speech (Roberts et al., 2005)
and speech errors (Rosin, 1988). In a longitudinal study,
Næss (2022) evaluated children with and without DS with
similar non-verbal mental age, auditory memory, oral motor
skills, and receptive vocabulary and found a slower growth of
expressive vocabulary in people with DS than those with TD.
People with DS also experience morphosyntactic difficulties
in production: problems with gender and number agreement
between articles and nouns (Eadie et al., 2002), and errors
in grammatical categories, including verbs, in spontaneous
speech (Chapman et al., 2000; Chapman, 2006). They also have
problems producing grammar, morphemes, and syntax (Yoder
et al., 2006), and problems with semantic processing (Laws
et al., 2015; Andreou and Katsarou, 2016; cf. Barrón-Martínez
and Arias-Trejo, 2020, 2022). Andreou and Katsarou (2016)
evaluated the semantic performance of adolescents with DS
with a mental age of 3.5–6.5 years, using tests that measured
receptive and expressive semantic skills. They found that the
group with DS had lower performance on all tests compared
to a TD group matched by mental age, and those with DS
performed lower on expressive than receptive semantic skills.
In sum, the evidence showed generalized language problems
in people with DS, and particular weakness in production and
semantic processing.

Models of prediction in language comprehension (Dell and
Chang, 2014; Pickering and Gambi, 2018) postulate that the
production system is highly important to make predictions
during comprehension. Experimental evidence has shown that
using the production system during language comprehension
makes predictive processing difficult; people are not able
to make predictions while they produce syllables during
comprehension tasks (Martin et al., 2018). Verbal fluency is
also related to prediction skills (Rommers et al., 2015). In a
correlational study with 2-year-old German toddlers, Mani and
Huettig (2012) found a positive correlation between their ability
to predict a target object using a semantically related verb and
their productive vocabulary: high-scoring producers predicted
the target, but low-scoring producers did not. However,
prediction skills did not correlate with comprehension scores
(Borovsky et al., 2012; Mani et al., 2016). These results suggest
the need for a well-developed production system to make
predictions during language comprehension.

If people with DS have production problems, they should
therefore also have problems with prediction; however, there
is evidence for some prediction skills in this population. In
a preferential-looking task using an eye-tracker, Arias-Trejo
et al. (2019) reported that children with DS (mental age:
5.48 years), as well as their TD peers matched by mental age,
used the semantic information contained in a verb (e.g., eat) to
anticipate an edible target (e.g., cake) in preference to a non-
edible distractor. Thus, the question is, if people with DS have
problems with production, how do they make predictions about
upcoming linguistic information? Understanding this predictive
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processing in people with DS is essential to understanding
their language difficulties because children learn a language
using prediction and prediction errors (Dell and Chang, 2014;
Reuter et al., 2019).

Two mechanisms cooperate to create predictions during
language comprehension: prediction-by-association and
prediction-by-production (Huettig, 2015; Pickering and Gambi,
2018). Prediction-by-association mechanism is a bottom-
up mechanism of automatic spreading activation based on
representations shared between words. This mechanism has
been described extensively in priming studies (Collins and
Loftus, 1975; Dell, 1986; Anderson, 2013); it is essentially
predictive since the activation spreads among concepts before
the presentation of the target word (Huettig, 2015; Pickering
and Gambi, 2018). The word dog, for example, pre-activates the
word bone because these words occur together in speech and
the environment. The prediction-by-association mechanism
is inefficient because the activation spreads freely through all
related2 concepts, regardless of the context. For instance, in
the sentence “My dog is chasing a cat,” the activation from
dog can pre-activate cat and other incongruent but related
words like bone. Nevertheless, the cognitive load is low, and
the pre-activation is virtually instantaneous. The prediction-by-
production mechanism is more efficient because it considers
contextual information, both linguistic and non-linguistic,
to make predictions, but these predictions are slower and
require more cognitive processing. Pickering and Gambi (2018)
argue that the top-down predictions generated by this second
mechanism are based on the production system: to make
predictions during the comprehension process, the production
system predicts the concept of the word based on linguistic
and non-linguistic context. Notably, these two mechanisms,
prediction-by-production and prediction-by-association are
complementary: the extent to which predictions rely on one
system or the other depends on the availability of information,
resources, and time (Pickering and Gambi, 2018).

According to prediction theory, the production problems of
people with DS should result in difficulties in creating top-down
predictions using contextual information, but not bottom-
up automatic predictions. Recent studies have shown that
children with DS may use pre-activation mechanisms based on
the association between concepts (Barrón-Martínez and Arias-
Trejo, 2020, 2022). Barrón-Martínez and Arias-Trejo (2022)
evaluated children with and without DS in a preferential-looking
task using an eye-tracker. In half of the trials, participants
were exposed to pairs of words (prime and target) that were
related, and in the other half to pairs that were unrelated. The
participants looked more at a named target image preceded by
a related prime than one preceded by an unrelated prime. This

2 Throughout this text we will use the words association and
relationship as synonyms.

finding suggests that the prediction-by-association mechanism
is preserved in children with DS.

Arias-Trejo et al. (2019) demonstrate that children with
DS can use the verb information to make predictions. Verbs
provide information about the action and important semantic
and grammatical information about the agent and patient of the
action. These thematic roles are verb-specific concepts (McRae
et al., 1997; Ferretti et al., 2001). For example, the verb gamble
activates information about the location of the action (e.g.,
casino) and possible participants in the action (e.g., gambler).

The information provided by verbs can be used in making
predictions (Altmann and Kamide, 1999); however, these
predictions are not tied to the verb itself but to the event in
which verbs occur together with agents and patients. Kamide
et al. (2003) evaluated young adults using the visual world
paradigm. Participants were presented with an array of images,
including several objects: a motorcycle, a carousel, a man,
and a girl. When participants heard the sentence “The man
will ride the. . .,” they looked at the motorcycle, but not the
carousel; when they heard the sentence “The girl will ride. . .,”
they looked at the carousel. Thus, although verbs can be
linked to specific noun concepts, the elicited link depends on
the context.

Stefaniak et al. (2021) found developmental differences
using contextual information. In Experiment 2, school-age
children and adults performed a grammatical judgment
task, including both typical and unusual (but grammatically
correct) patients for verbs. They found that both groups
showed better performance with typical than with unusual
patients; however, younger children showed lower performance
in judging unusual patients. The authors interpreted these
results based on the declarative/procedural model: in the
processing of typical patients, the declarative memory
assigns a meaning, and the procedural memory evaluates
whether the patient can be used with the verb; with
unusual patients, the declarative memory does not generate
meaning, and the procedural memory does not evaluate the
patient.

Stefaniak et al. (2021) argue that spreading activation has
little influence on the verb-patient typicality effect since there
was no variation from the free association norms, and the task
relied more on the syntactic cues and the thematic roles. This
interpretation is congruent with our theoretical framework: the
prediction-by-association system always generates predictions,
and the prediction-by-production system uses contextual
information such as syntax or grammar to generate predictions
requiring more information. For example, the verb read is
highly associated with the patient noun book; in this case,
the prediction relies more on the prediction-by-association
system. However, the lower degree of association between the
verb wash and the patient bucket relies less on prediction-by-
association and more on prediction-by-production because the
verb wash can be applied to different objects. In the latter
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case, additional contextual information is needed to formulate
a correct prediction.

The present study examines whether children with DS
anticipate a referent in the same way as their mental age-
matched peers in two different contexts: when there are
higher and lower levels of association between verbal cues.
We hypothesized that in a predictive sentence with a high
degree of association between the verb and the target noun
(e.g., read—book), children with and without DS would look
at the target image before it was named because they would
rely on prediction-by-association. However, in a sentence with
a lower degree of association between the verb and the noun
(e.g., wash—bucket), participants with TD, but not those with
DS, would look at the target image before it was named.
Here, they need to rely more on the prediction-by-production
mechanism; thus, problems with production in people with
DS would affect this mechanism. We also hypothesized that
vocabulary production would modulate prediction in DS, as
participants with higher vocabulary production scores would
use their greater production skills in predictive sentences with
low associations between the verb and the target noun.

Materials and methods

Participants

The study was carried out online because of the COVID-19
pandemic. We evaluated 21 participants with DS with a mean
chronological age of 20.784 years (SD = 5.754, range: 11.460–
29.563) and a mean verbal mental age of 5.524 years (SD= 2.363,
range: 3.5–13.83). Five were non-verbal and therefore did
not produce any language. All participants with DS lived in
a monolingual environment, according to their parents or
primary guardian. We also evaluated a control group of children
with TD paired by mental age and sex with the participants
with DS (see Table 1). This group included 21 participants
with a mean chronological age of 5.524 years (SD = 2.363,
range: 3.25–13.58) and a mean verbal mental age of 5.829 years
(SD = 2.418, range: 3.25–13.83). Another 21 participants with
TD were excluded because they had a mental age greater than
their chronological age and could not be paired with participants
with DS. All were monolingual Spanish speakers. According to
parental reports, all participants had a normal or corrected-to-
normal hearing and vision and had no neurological/psychiatric
problems. An additional group of 39 adults was assessed
(M = 23.87 years, SD = 2.48, range: 18–28, 22 male) to test
the functioning of our experimental manipulation. Three adults
were excluded from this group because of failures in calibration.
All participants, or, in the case of minors, their parents or
guardian, provided informed consent. The study was approved
by the research ethics committee of the Facultad de Psicología,

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (Approval No.
FCPE_13092021_H_AC).

Instruments

Mental age: Receptive vocabulary assessment
Participants’ verbal mental age was evaluated to match

participants from the TD and DS groups and to determine
whether cognitive development affected linguistic prediction
skills. Verbal mental age was measured with remote
administration of the Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary
Test: SBE (Martin, 2010b). Participants were presented with
four images and asked to match a word they heard to the correct
image. The test was suspended after four consecutive errors or
failure to respond to six stimuli. The raw score was calculated by
subtracting the number of errors from the total number of items
reached and converted to mental age using standardized tables
(Martin, 2010b). The approximate duration of the test was
20 min. For younger children and participants with DS who had
difficulty verbally indicating the image, parents or guardians
were asked to indicate the images the child had pointed to, even
if they were incorrect. The test administrator corroborated the
answers by noting the part of the screen the participant pointed
to. We used this mental age evaluation because our experimental
task measures prediction during language comprehension; it
is thus an appropriate measure for pairing participants with
similar comprehension skills since receptive vocabulary is a
good predictor of general comprehension (Ricketts et al., 2007;
Stolt et al., 2016; Cheung et al., 2022). This evaluation also has
two methodological advantages: there are normative values
for the Mexican Spanish-speaking population and it can be
performed online.

Productive vocabulary assessment
Participants’ expressive vocabulary was evaluated to

determine the effect of production skills on language prediction.
The Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test: SBE
(Martin, 2010a) was administered remotely. Participants
were presented with one image and asked to name it. The
test was suspended after four consecutive errors. In this
evaluation, some participants with DS scored zero points;
they were non-verbal according to their parents. However,
we assumed that participants understood the task because
they followed the instructions for the mental age evaluation
and the experimental task. The raw score was calculated by
subtracting the number of errors from the total number of
items reached. The test was suspended if participants failed
to respond to six stimuli (Martin, 2010a). The approximate
duration of the test was 20 min. Parents were asked to
avoid interaction with participants while they performed
the test.
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TABLE 1 Socio-demographic data.

TD DS P-value

Age M (SD) 5.524 (2.363) 20.936 (5.765) <0.001

Sex N (male/female) 11 /10 11 /10 –

Mental age M (SD) 5.829 (2.418) 5.773 (2.482) 0.941

Productive vocabulary M (SD) 51.904 (22.248) 43.600 (27.400) 0.185

P-value corresponds to an independent sample test between the two groups. TD, typical development; DS, Down syndrome.

Materials

Three types of sentences were created: predictable sentences
with a closely related verb (CV; e.g., “The woman read the
book”), a moderately related verb (MV; e.g., “My uncle waited
for the bus”), and unpredictable sentences with an unrelated
verb (UV; e.g., “The woman lost the sock”). A total of 56
sentences were created, 14 for the CV condition, 14 for the MV
condition, and 28 for the UV condition. All words used in the
sentences were familiar to children (Alva-Canto, 2001). Verbs
and direct objects in the CV condition had a high association
strength and those in the MV condition had a lower association
strength, according to the validation studies described below.
The UV sentences used the same target nouns as the predictive
sentences but with unrelated verbs. Supplementary Appendix 1
shows the experimental sentences, the targets, and distractors
in the CV condition, and their corresponding UV sentences.
Supplementary Appendix 2 shows the experimental sentences,
the targets, and distractors in the MV condition, and their
corresponding UV sentences.

The sentences were audio recorded in a female, child-
directed voice, with no specific emphasis on any part of
the sentence, in a quiet room (a basement with low noise
levels), using a Shure MV51 microphone at 44,100 Hz and
16-bits. They were edited in Adobe Audition CS6 with noise
reduction, normalization, and sound amplification. The lists of
sentences were recorded four times in different orders. First,
they were recorded in ascending order (from the beginning to
the end of the list) and then in descending order, and then the
sequence was repeated.

Two objects were presented visually as competitors: a
target and a distractor (Supplementary Table 1). The target
was the noun that appropriately completed the sentence for
the closely and moderately related grammatical constructions.
The UV condition used the same target and distractor
as the CV and MV conditions. The visual stimuli were
realistic photographs of the targets and distractors. The
images were edited in Adobe Photoshop CS6 and adjusted
to 600 × 600 pixels. Individual images were placed on
a gray background (RGB: 225, 225, 225; 1920 × 1080
pixels). The visual and auditory stimuli were then embedded
in AVI videos created with Adobe Flash CS6 and Adobe
Premiere Pro.

Sentence validation studies

Two pilot studies were carried out to determine the
plausibility of each sentence and the degree of association
between the verb and the expected noun. The first evaluated
whether the sentences would be likely to be heard in an everyday
context (Supplementary Appendix 3). Thirty undergraduates
(Mage = 25.3, 17 male) evaluated the plausibility of the sentence
with the target (e.g., “The woman read the book”) and with
the distractor (e.g., “The woman read the sock”). Kruskal–
Wallis tests found differences between conditions in the target
(X2
= 34.707, p < 0.001) and the distractor (X2

= 24.996,
p < 0.001). Post-hoc analysis with a Mann–Whitney U-test
showed that the CV sentences have more plausibility with the
target (z = 2.987, p = 0.002) but less plausibility with the
distractor (z = 4.412, p < 0.001) than the MV sentences.
They also have more plausibility with the target (z = 4.896,
p < 0.001) but less plausibility with the distractor (z = 4.483,
p < 0.001) than the UV sentences. The MV sentences have more
plausibility with the target (z = 4.243, p < 0.001) than the UV
sentences; however, there are no differences between MV and
UV sentences with the distractor (z = 0.480, p = 0.644). These
results confirm that our predictable sentences are considered
more natural than the non-predictable ones, which is expected
because regularity generates prediction in language.

The second validation was an association strength task.
A “restricted” association task was performed to determine
the association levels between the verbs and the nouns in the
sentences. A total of 30 university students from Mexico City
participated (Mage = 26.2, range: 18–30; 19 male). The pilot
experiment was created on the Cognition platform (Cognition
Run, 2021), and it lasted approximately 10 min. Participants
were asked to write a verb in response to the noun stimulus
in this task. The instructions to the participants were: “Next,
you will see a series of nouns; please write the first VERB
that comes into your mind when reading the noun. Answer as
quickly as you can.” Table 2 shows the association strength of
the experimental stimuli.

A Kruskal–Wallis test revealed significant differences
between conditions in the association strength between the verb
and the target (X2

= 49.353, p < 0.001) but not between the verb
and the distractor (X2

= 3.526, p = 0.172). The exploration of
significance analysis showed that the CV condition had a greater
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TABLE 2 Association strength between targets and distractors.

ID CV UV ID MV UV

Target Distractor Target Distractor Target Distractor Target Distractor

1 80 0 0 0 15 23.33 0 0 0

2 56.66 0 0 0 16 16.66 0 0 0

3 70 0 0 6.66 17 20 0 0 0

4 73.33 0 0 6.66 18 6.66 0 0 0

5 60 0 0 0 19 13.33 0 0 13.33

6 66.66 0 0 3.33 20 23.33 0 0 6.66

7 66.66 0 0 0 21 16.66 0 0 0

8 46.66 0 0 0 22 10 0 16.66 0

9 63.33 0 0 0 23 20 6.66 0 6.66

10 53.33 0 0 0 24 20 0 0 0

11 53.33 0 0 0 25 6.66 0 0 0

12 46.66 0 0 0 26 13.33 3.33 0 0

13 73.33 0 0 0 27 20 0 0 0

14 56.66 0 0 0 28 3.33 0 0 0

The ID corresponds to the sentences presented in Supplementary Appendices 2 and 3. CV, closely related verb; MV, moderately related verb; UV, unrelated verb.

association strength between the verb and the noun than the
MV (z = 4.491, p < 0.001) and the UV (z = 6.103, p < 0.001);
the association was greater in the MV than the UV (z = 5.555,
p < 0.001). These results corroborate changes in the association
strength between conditions.

Finally, we found a strong positive correlation between
the association strength and the plausibility values (r = 0.639,
p < 0.001), implying a relationship between the verbal
association and sentence plausibility.

An additional validation study was performed after the
review process. This validation study was not used in the
stimulus selection, but it is important to corroborate the
association strength in both directions between the verb and
the expected noun. This additional validation used the same
procedure as the original verb association validation, except that
the verb was presented as a cue, and participants were asked
to provide the first word that came to mind when they saw it.
We compared only the CV and MV conditions because all the
values in the UV condition were zero. A Mann–Whitney U-test
showed that the CV condition had higher association values
than the MV condition (Z = 3.37, p < 0.001). The values for the
MV condition were very close to zero (M = 3.225; SD = 5.93),
suggesting that the verb does not elicit the expected noun (see
Supplementary Appendix 4), and participants probably need
the visual context to create a prediction.

Procedure

The participants were recruited through informational
posts on social media and specialized care foundations
for people with DS. Parents who contacted us were told

about the procedures and objectives of the study and then
formalized their participation by signing the informed consent.
A socio-demographic questionnaire was first administered to
participants’ parents on a Zoom video call to verify that they met
the inclusion criteria.

The gaze of the participants was recorded remotely using
the RealEye.io online platform. This platform is a webcam-
based eye-tracker with a maximum sample rate of 60 Hz; it
calculates the gaze position when participants look at their
personal computers with an accuracy of approximately 100 px
(∼1.5 cm) and with a visual angle error of ∼ 4.17 degrees
(RealEye, 2020). This accuracy is appropriate for a two-image
visual display and fixation analysis.

Two calibration processes were performed with RealEye.
Participants first tracked points using the computer mouse and
then performed standard calibrations in which they looked at
four different points on the screen. The platform does not store
the participant’s image, sound, or location data, but only their
gaze position.

Each participant heard 28 sentences: 7 CV sentences, 7
MV sentences, and 14 UV sentences. The sentences were
counterbalanced across subjects in four different orders so that
each pair of images was presented only once to each participant.
Each trial had a duration of 8,000 ms. From 0 to 1,000 ms, a
fixation point was presented on the screen. The images of the
two competitors were presented from 1,000 to 7,000 ms (see
Figure 1). The sentence (e.g., “The woman read the book”)
was presented as follows: the subject (e.g., “The woman”) was
presented in a pre-verb window from 1,000 to 3,000 ms and
the verb from 3,000 to 5,000 ms. The verb (e.g., “read”) was
presented at 3,000 ms, followed by the determiner (e.g., “the”)
and then a period of silence. Then, in the noun window, the
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FIGURE 1

Example of an experimental trial. The image used a creative commons zero (cc0) license and it is the image of public domain.

direct object (e.g., “book”) was presented from 5,000 to 7,000 ms.
Finally, the screen was blank from 7,000 to 8,000 ms.3

The receptive and expressive tests were administered
in a Zoom video call with support from the participant’s
parent or guardian to manage the practical details. The
total duration of the evaluations was approximately
90 min. The results of the scales were delivered to the
parents in a report that also contained suggestions for
educational intervention.

Data processing

As noted earlier, the data quality of the webcam eye-
tracker is lower than that usually employed in an experimental
laboratory, but enough for our experimental design. The raw
fixation signal was thus interpolated and filtered to enhance
robustness and precision (Wass et al., 2014). A Gaussian filter
(σ= 5) was applied to reduce high-frequency noise and enhance
the precision of the data. A linear interpolation was applied to
reconstruct the missing data and standardize the sample rate
across participants. To obtain a better reconstruction, signal
segments with >150 ms of missing data were not interpolated
(Wass et al., 2014). We also adjusted all signals to a sample
period of 20 ms (50 Hz); the maximum sample period of the

3 The auditory sentences were manipulated by adding pauses so that
the verbs and expected nouns in all of the sentences were heard at the
same positions on the timeline, as in previous studies with children (Mani
and Huettig, 2012, 2014; Arias-Trejo et al., 2019). This presentation is
advantageous for subjects with processing speed problems, and it also
provides a specific period for prediction. We thus expected the predictive
look in the verb window for the CV and MV conditions, and the look to
the named noun in the noun window for all conditions.

webcam eye-tracker is ∼16 ms (60 Hz). This standardization of
the sample rate allowed us to compare changes in temporality
between groups and conditions; otherwise, comparing the
average looking time over the trial could produce type
II errors. Since we hypothesize that participants with DS
had weaker prediction skills, avoiding this type of error is
important.

Since participants performed the experiments on their
computers, there was variation in the size and location of
competitors on screens. We thus adjusted the areas of interest
by modifying them in proportion to the screen size. The
original areas of interest measured 960 × 1,080 pixels and were
embedded on a 1,920 × 1,080 background. If, for example, the
participant’s screen measured 1,600 × 1,200 pixels, the areas
of interest should measure 800 × 1,200 pixels. Changes in
height and width were independent to enhance the adjustment.
A similar process was applied to the location of the areas of
interest. The original location of the upper–left competitor was
at 480× 540 pixels; in the same example, the new location would
be at 400× 600 pixels.

The fixations on the two areas of interest were coded as 1
when the gaze signal coordinates were located inside the area of
interest; otherwise, they were coded as 0. Each trial thus had two
binary time series indicating when participants looked at any
specific competitor. Since participants could only fixate on one
competitor at a time, an increased fixation on one competitor
implies a decreased fixation on other competitors. To reduce the
autocorrelation (temporal dependence between samples) of the
fixation signals, we binned the data by averaging it every 100 ms
(Mirman, 2014).

Trials were excluded in which participants looked <25% of
the time when the competing pictures were present (0–6,000 ms,
relative to the picture presentation).
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Statistical analysis

Growth curve analysis (Barr, 2008; Mirman, 2014) and a
cluster-based non-parametric test (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007)
were used to analyze the prediction over the time course of the
trial. The growth curve analysis compared the temporal dynamic
among conditions and groups from the verb presentation until
the end of the picture presentation (4,000–6,000 ms relative
to the picture presentation). This analysis window allowed for
modeling the predictive and non-predictive responses using
low-order polynomials. The analysis was performed in R version
4.1.1 (R Core Team, 2019) using the glmmPQL function of
the mass package. We used a mixed-effects binomial logistic
regression because the fixations are binary variables (fixated
or not). The dependent variable was the log odds ratio of the
fixation computed as follows (Barr, 2008): log F

N−F , where F is
the sum of fixations in a specific bin and N is the total number
of fixations in the bin. The time was modeled using third-order
orthogonal polynomials (Mirman, 2014). The fixed effects of
the model were all-time terms (linear, quadratic, and cubic),
condition (CV, MV, or UV), and group (TD or DS). For the
random effect, we used the maximal random structure that
allowed convergence (Barr, 2008); for all analyses, the maximal
random structure was the slope of all time terms on the subject
and the intercept of the trials. The categorical variables were
dummy coded using the UV condition and the TD group
as a reference.

The cluster-based non-parametric test better describes the
temporality of prediction effects (beginning, duration, and
end); these were evaluated from the onset to the end of the
picture presentation (0–6,000 ms). To compare conditions,
we used paired t-tests contrasting CV and MV conditions
against the UV condition, independently for each group.
We also compared each condition against chance level (0.5)
using a one-sample t-test; this comparison was performed
independently for each group and condition. Clusters were
created by summing the adjacent t-values higher than the critical
value for α = 0.05 (adults: 2.02; TD and DS groups: 2.08).
The permuted distribution (100,000 iterations) was created by
shuffling the data randomly between conditions for paired tests
and shuffling the mathematical sign for the one-sample test. In
each iteration, we took only the maximum permuted cluster.
A cluster was significant if its value was less than 5% of the total
values of the permuted distribution.

Using the model comparison approach, we also evaluated
the effect of chronological age, mental age, production,
and association strength on prediction in the DS group.
Chronological age was used to assess the influence of language
experience, mental age was used to evaluate the effect of
cognitive development, and production was used to determine
the effect of preservation of the productive system on prediction
skills. The association strength between the verb and the
expected noun was used to evaluate whether the participants

with DS had better predictions when there was a high degree
of association. The fixation data were aggregated from 2,500
to 4,000 ms, relative to the picture presentation: the period
in which participants could predict the upcoming noun. All
continuous variables were min-max normalized (−0.5 to 0.5)
to improve the convergence of the model. The categorical
variables were dummy coded using the UV condition as a
reference. Binomial mixed effect models (the glmer function)
were compared using the change in log-likelihood (−2 times)
with a chi-squared distribution. Thus, we first created a
reference model including only the condition as fixed effects
and the subjects on the slope of the condition, and the intercept
of the items as a random effect. The demographic variables
were then included independently in the reference model. We
also computed the Bayes factor using the package bayestestR
(Makowski et al., 2019) to provide evidence for the null or
alternative hypothesis. If the Bayes factor was <0.33 (Wetzels
et al., 2011), we assumed that the variable was not relevant to
the explanation of the predictive effect.

Results

Adults

All trials were analyzed for 39 adults (see section “Data
processing”); however, three adults were excluded from the final
sample because of calibration problems. The upper panels of
Figure 2 show the probability of fixation in each condition (left)
and the modeled data (right). Preliminary examination revealed
an increase in fixation in the CV and MV conditions after the
verb presentation and the UV condition after the presentation
of the noun.

Table 3 presents the statistical values of the growth curve
analysis. The results were significant for the CV and MV
conditions, indicating that participants looked more in these
conditions than in the UV condition.

According to the interaction of both predictive conditions
with the quadratic term, participants had a sharper fixation
pattern in both predictive conditions (CV and MV) than in
the non-predictive one (UV). Finally, the interaction of the MV
condition with the cubic term suggests that participants looked
more at the target and looked away faster in the MV than in
the UV condition.

The cluster-based permutation analysis revealed that
participants looked more in the CV than in the UV condition
from 3,200 to 4,800 ms (tcluster = 53.615, tmax = 4.109,
p < 0.001), and more in the MV than in the UV condition from
3,200 to 3,900 ms (tcluster = 59.380, tmax = 4.240, p < 0.001).
They also looked more at the target than chance level in
the CV condition from 2,000 to 6,000 ms (tcluster = 117.235,
tmax = 4.808, p < 0.001). Adults looked more at the target than
chance level in the MV condition in two time clusters: from
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FIGURE 2

Probability of fixation and fitted lines for all groups. Left panels lines represent the average probability of fixation. Shaded areas show standard
error. The horizontal dashed line indicates chance level; the vertical dashed lines the presentation of the verb and the noun. Horizontal bars in
the lower part of each plot indicate the significant clusters. Closely related and unrelated verb differences are shown in black, and moderately
related and unrelated verb differences are shown in gray. Blue lines represent the difference with chance level (0.5), and the colored lines
correspond to the colors of the conditions. Right panels lines with markers show the average probability of fixation. Solid lines indicate the fitted
line from the growth curve analysis. The horizontal dashed line shows the chance level, and the vertical dashed line the presentation of the
noun. Note that the time shown in this plot begins with the presentation of the verb. The image used a creative commons zero (cc0) license
and it is the image of public domain.
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2,300 to 2,500 ms (tcluster = 7.737, tmax = 3.144, p = 0.019)
and from 2,900 to 6,000 ms (tcluster = 125.750, tmax = 5.237,
p < 0.001). Finally, they looked more at the target than
chance level in the UV condition from 4,800 to 6,000 ms
(tcluster = 48.407, tmax = 4.418, p < 0.001).

Typical development and Down
syndrome groups

Approximately 95% of the trials (559 of 588) with the
TD group and 97% (573 of 588) with the DS group were
analyzed. No participants were excluded for missing data or
calibration problems in both youngest groups. Table 4 presents
the statistical values of the growth curve analysis.

The middle and lower panels of Figure 2 show the
probability of fixation in each condition (left) and the modeled
data (right) for the TD and DS groups, respectively. Preliminary
examination revealed that the TD group had more fixations in
the CV and MV conditions after the verb presentation and in
the UV condition after the noun presentation. The DS group
presented an increase in fixation after the verb in the CV
condition and after the noun in the MV and UV conditions.

The growth curve analysis revealed that in the TD group, the
CV and MV had a greater and sharper increase in looking (seen
in interaction with the quadratic term) than the UV condition.
The positive slope of the interaction of the groups with the
cubic term suggests that in the UV condition, the DS group
looked more at the target and looked away faster than the
TD group. The interaction of the groups with both conditions
(CV and MV) indicated that in the control group, there was a
greater difference between the predictive and the non-predictive
conditions than in the DS group; this pattern of looking was
sharper in the TD than in the DS group (seen in interaction with

TABLE 3 Growth curve analysis for adults.

Fixed effects β SE df t p

Intercept 0.0856 0.107 43591 0.793 0.427

Linear 0.643 0.266 43591 2.414 0.015

Quadratic 0.457 0.294 43591 1.555 0.119

Cubic −0.104 0.172 43591 −0.603 0.546

CV 0.441 0.131 1049 3.371 <0.001

MV 0.588 0.131 1049 4.474 <0.001

Linear: CV 0.299 0.162 43591 1.849 0.064

Linear: MV 0.274 0.162 43591 1.684 0.092

Quadratic: CV −2.259 0.164 43591 −13.725 <0.001

Quadratic: MV −1.898 0.164 43591 −11.516 <0.001

Cubic: CV 0.128 0.163 43591 0.791 0.428

Cubic: MV −0.490 0.163 43591 −2.990 0.002

Formula: log odds (fixations) ∼ (Linear + Quadratic + Cubic) × Condition +
[(Linear + Quadratic + Cubic)| Subject] + (1| Item). Conditions: Unrelated verbs (UV),
closely related verbs (CV), moderately related verbs (MV). SE, standard error; df,
degrees of freedom. Bold values indicate significant effects.

the quadratic term). Finally, the interaction of the groups with
the linear term suggests that the difference between the MV and
UV conditions increases faster over time in the control group
than in the DS group.

The cluster-based permutation analysis revealed that
children with TD looked more in the CV than in the UV
condition in two time clusters: from 1,800 to 2,000 ms
(tcluster = 7.384, tmax = 2.747, p = 0.025) and from 2,600 to
5,700 ms (tcluster = 168.421, tmax = 9.571, p < 0.001). They also
looked more in the MV than in the UV condition in three time
clusters: from 2,900 to 4,300 ms (tcluster = 57.854, tmax = 5.806,
p < 0.001), from 4,700 to 5,200 ms (tcluster = 17.835,
tmax = 7.735, p < 0.001), and from 5,400 to 5,700 ms
(tcluster = 14.468, tmax = 4.616, p < 0.001). The TD group
looked more than chance level in the CV condition in two time
clusters: from 1,800 to 2,100 ms (tcluster = 12.211, tmax = 3.514,
p = 0.003) and from 2,600 to 6,000 ms (tcluster = 322.759,
tmax = 14.883, p < 0.001). They also looked more than chance
level in the MV condition in two clusters: from 2,400 to 2,500 ms
(tcluster = 6.236, tmax = 3.124, p = 0.039) and from 2,900 to
600 ms (tcluster = 146.690, tmax = 7.964, p < 0.001). The TD

TABLE 4 Growth curve analysis for DS and TD groups.

Fixed effects β SE df t P

Intercept −0.249 0.179 45262 −1.392 0.163

Linear 1.524 0.46 45262 3.306 <0.001

Quadratic 0.600 0.368 45262 1.628 0.103

Cubic −0.580 0.233 45262 −2.487 0.012

CV 1.468 0.142 1086 10.304 <0.001

MV 1.326 0.145 1086 9.109 <0.001

Group 0.301 0.251 40 1.197 0.238

Linear: CV 0.204 0.234 45262 0.873 0.382

Linear: MV 0.625 0.245 45262 2.543 0.011

Quadratic: CV −4.844 0.25 45262 −19.354 <0.001

Quadratic: MV −3.255 0.256 45262 −12.715 <0.001

Cubic: CV −0.287 0.244 45262 −1.174 0.240

Cubic: MV −0.094 0.253 45262 −0.373 0.709

Linear: Group 0.583 0.65 45262 0.897 0.369

Quadratic: Group 0.266 0.518 45262 0.514 0.607

Cubic: Group 1.023 0.326 45262 3.134 0.001

CV: Group −1.149 0.2 1086 −5.738 <0.001

MV: Group −1.386 0.202 1086 −6.839 <0.001

Linear: CV: Group −0.459 0.325 45262 −1.412 0.157

Linear: MV: Group −0.701 0.333 45262 −2.106 0.035

Quadratic: CV: Group 3.59 0.338 45262 10.616 <0.001

Quadratic: MV: Group 2.626 0.341 45262 7.683 <0.001

Cubic: CV: Group −0.114 0.334 45262 −0.342 0.732

Cubic: MV: Group 0.481 0.34 45262 1.413 0.157

Formula: log-odds ∼ (Linear + Quadratic + Cubic) × Condition × Group + [(Linear +
Quadratic + Cubic)| Subject] + (1| Item). Conditions: Unrelated verbs (UV), closely
related verbs (CV), moderately related verbs (MV). TD, typical development; DS, Down
syndrome; SE, standard error; df, degrees of freedom. Bold values indicate significant
effects.
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group looked more than chance level in the UV condition from
4,600 to 5,400 ms (tcluster = 27.553, tmax = 4.082, p < 0.001).

Participants with DS looked more in the UV than in the CV
condition from 1,400 to 1,500 ms (tcluster = 5.589, tmax = 2.113,
p = 0.006), but more in the CV than in the UV condition from
3,800 to 3,900 ms (tcluster = 6.340, tmax = 3.402, p= 0.002), and
from 4,200 to 4,400 ms (tcluster = 7.923, tmax = 2.808, p < 0.001).
They also looked more in the UV than in the MV condition from
1,300 to 1,500 ms (tcluster = 8.562, tmax = 3.346, p < 0.001). They
looked more at the target than chance level in the CV condition
from 2,800 to 6,000 ms (tcluster = 126.342, tmax = 7.0733,
p < 0.001), and more at the target than chance level in the MV
condition from 5,200 to 6,000 ms (tcluster = 24.491, tmax = 3.665,
p < 0.001). They looked more at the target than chance level
in the UV condition in three time clusters: from 1,300 to
1,600 ms (tcluster = 12.014, tmax = 3.397, p < 0.001), from
3,600 to 4,000 ms (tcluster = 11.827, tmax = 2.542, p < 0.001),
and from 4,800 to 6,000 ms (tcluster = 70.208, tmax = 8.033,
p < 0.001).

Factors influencing prediction

The binomial mixed-effect analysis showed that the
reference model replicated the main results of the temporal
analysis (Table 5); the CV condition, but not the MV condition,
had more predictive looks than the UV condition. The fixation
probability was higher in the predictive conditions (CV and
MV) than in the non-predictive ones (UV).

The model comparison found that including the factors
of chronological age or production did not improve the
fit (Table 6). Furthermore, all Bayes factors were <0.001,
suggesting that the null hypothesis should be accepted. Thus,
neither chronological age nor production were related to the
prediction effect.

In contrast, mental age significantly improved the fit
of the model (Table 6). Further exploration of the mental
age model showed a significant interaction between
the MV condition and mental age, indicating that the
differences between the UV and MV conditions increase
with mental age.

Notably, the slope of the results was negative (Table 7),
indicating that participants looked less in the MV than

TABLE 5 Model of the average prediction window for the DS group.

Fixed effects β SE z P

Intercept −0.135 0.116 −1.167 0.243

CV 0.458 0.115 3.986 <0.001

MV −0.119 0.161 −0.738 0.460

Formula: log odds ∼ Condition + (Cond| Subject) + (1| Item). Conditions: Unrelated
verbs (UV), high-related verbs (CV), low-related verbs (MV). DS, Down syndrome; SE,
standard error; df, degrees of freedom. Bold values indicate significant effects.

TABLE 6 Fit comparison of demographic models for the DS group.

Fixed effect structure Ln(L) X2 p

Condition −28103

Condition× Chronological age −28100 6.745 0.080

Condition×Mental age −28097 12.717 0.005

Condition× Production −28102 2.098 0.552

Condition× Association strength −28065 75.608 <0.001

All models were compared directly with the reference model (df = 3). The dependent
variable was the log odds ratio of fixation. The random structures were the subject
and the slope of the condition, and the intercept of the Item. Condition: unrelated
verb, closely related verb, moderately related verb. DS, Down syndrome. Ln(L), −2
times log-likelihood. Bold values indicate significant effects.

in the UV condition as mental age increased. This
result should be taken with caution because the Bayes
factor provides evidence in favor of the null hypothesis
(BF < 0.001).

The association strength between the verb and the expected
noun also improved the fit of the model (Table 6), and it
provided strong evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis
(BF = 2.98e + 10). Exploration of the model including
association strength showed an interaction between association
strength and both the CV and MV conditions, with a positive
slope (Table 8). This result indicates that both predictive
conditions showed more predictive looks than the UV condition
with higher association strength.

Discussion

We tested the prediction ability of young people with DS and
a control group of children with TD, paired by verbal mental
age of around 5 years, based on the relationship between a
heard verb and a depicted pair of images representing target
and distractor nouns. We also tested a group of adults with
TD to corroborate the prediction effect expected in the other
two groups. We presented three types of relationships between
verbs and nouns embedded in sentences: closely related verb
(CV; e.g., to read—book), moderately related verb (MV; e.g., to
wait—bus), and unrelated verb (UV; e.g., to arrive—dog). We

TABLE 7 Model for mental age exploration in the DS group.

Fixed effects β SE z p

Intercept −0.042 0.158 −0.266 0.789

CV 0.263 0.168 1.568 0.116

MV −0.656 0.198 −3.315 <0.001

Mental age 0.333 0.393 0.848 0.396

CV: Mental age −0.697 0.456 −1.525 0.127

MV: Mental age −1.916 0.538 −3.563 <0.001

Formula: log odds∼Condition×Mental age + (Cond| Subject) + (1| Item). SE, standard
error; df, degrees of freedom. Bold values indicate significant effects.
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TABLE 8 Model for association strength exploration in the DS group.

Fixed effects β SE z p

Intercept −0.153 0.114 −1.341 0.179

CV 0.191 0.132 1.446 0.148

MV 0.707 0.199 3.553 <0.001

Association Strength −0.434 0.197 −2.202 0.027

CV: Association Strength 1.019 0.216 4.716 <0.001

MV: Association Strength 2.424 0.34 7.115 <0.001

Formula: log odds ∼ Condition × Association Strength + (Cond| Subject) 1| Item).
Conditions: High-related verbs (CV), low-related verbs (MV). SE, standard error; df,
degrees of freedom. Bold values indicate significant effects.

hypothesized that adults and children with TD would predict the
intended target in both closely and moderately related sentences
but not in unrelated pairs. In the case of participants with DS,
we expected to capture prediction only with closely related verbs
but not with moderately related or unrelated verbs. Finally, we
expected that vocabulary production would play a significant
role in prediction by participants with DS.

Our results corroborate our hypothesis for adults and
children with TD. Both groups could anticipate the target before
it was named, based on the level of relationship between the
verb and the noun. In the case of young people with DS, we
found an ability to predict only in closely related sentences,
confirming their need for a high degree of relationship between
verbs and nouns. We also found that their ability to predict
was slow compared to children with TD: they took about
200 ms longer to anticipate the target noun. In all cases,
preference for the labeled noun at the end of the noun
window confirmed that participants followed the task. Our last
hypothesis, positing a relationship between the level of the
productive vocabulary of people with DS and their predictive
ability, was not confirmed.

Our results show that participants with DS could anticipate
the subsequent noun only in sentence constructions with a
closely related verb, not in those with a moderately related
verb, while the TD group showed linguistic anticipation
skills with both closely and moderately related verbs. These
results support the idea that different factors are involved in
prediction, depending on the degree of relationship between
the context and the upcoming word, as proposed by the
theoretical prediction models (Pickering and Gambi, 2018).
A higher degree of association between the verb and the noun
makes the generation of linguistic predictions more likely,
even though both sentence constructions are possible at the
grammatical level and also predictable. The development of
these differential factors associated with moderately related
verbs could be delayed or impaired in DS participants but not
in those with TD.

In their prediction theory, Pickering and Gambi (2018)
postulate two prediction mechanisms: prediction-by-
association and prediction-by-production. Although both

predictive mechanisms are involved in the experimental
condition, the sentences were designed to require different uses
of each mechanism. The prediction-by-association mechanism
is based on spreading activation between related concepts,
is automatic, and uses fewer cognitive resources. Sentence
prediction with a close verb-noun relationship is assumed to
be supported mainly by this mechanism because the activation
spreads strongly from the verb to the noun. The activation
of the target may also produce lateral inhibition in unrelated
elements of the lexicon (Chow et al., 2016; Angulo-Chavira and
Arias-Trejo, 2021): in this case, the distractor. Our results in
the closely related condition show that these mechanisms are
relatively preserved in participants with DS, which is consistent
with previous studies showing spreading activation between
related nouns in this population (Barrón-Martínez and Arias-
Trejo, 2020; Barrón-Martínez et al., 2020). Nevertheless, people
with DS seem to present weak connections between related
concepts: the magnitude and velocity of the predictions are
less in the DS group than in the TD group. This explanation is
plausible, at least for the connection between verbs and nouns,
because children with DS present a similar spreading activation
between nouns as their mental age peers (Barrón-Martínez and
Arias-Trejo, 2020; Barrón-Martínez et al., 2020).

By contrast, prediction-by-production is efficient because it
uses linguistic and non-linguistic contextual information and
interaction with the speaker to make inferences about their
intentions. This system is slow, uses a high level of cognitive
resources, and is optional (Pickering and Gambi, 2018). We
assume that our moderately related condition depends on
prediction-by-production because participants needed to rely
more on visual information to predict the target.4 For example,
there is more variability in the possible direct objects connected
to the verb fix than to the verb sweep, which is closely related to
broom; participants are thus forced to look for a fixable object
and discard all unfixable objects based on the picture displayed
(e.g., washing machine vs. watermelon). Adults and children with
TD predicted the moderately related verb condition; however,
in the TD group, they did so less in this condition than in the
closely related condition, suggesting that the moderately related
condition is harder to process, in line with the prediction-
by-production hypothesis. Note that adults did not present a
clear difference between the two, indicating that prediction-
by-production improves during development, at least for a
syntactically simple sentence with common words. It is possible
that the prediction in the closely related and moderately
related conditions behaved asymptotically, as in associative
learning models (Plaut and Booth, 2000; Kapatsinski, 2021).
This asymptotic behavior contributes to maintaining a degree of

4 Prediction-by-association could be involved, since there is a degree
of association; however, its involvement should be small, since our free
association task asked for a verb. It is possible that in typical association
norms participants do not even mention these verbs.
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uncertainty (Kapatsinski, 2021) and when the associations are
weak (Plaut and Booth, 2000), there is a delay in approaching
the asymptotic point, as seen in the TD children and adults in
our study. Participants with DS possibly did not have enough
resources to predict the moderately related condition. Since
prediction-by-production is optional (Huettig, 2015; Huettig
and Mani, 2016; Pickering and Gambi, 2018), the language
system prioritizes the comprehension of bottom-up information
over top-down prediction.

The question then arises as to what resources are necessary
for people with DS to use prediction-by-production. To answer
this question, we explored variables that could explain the
individual difference in prediction, particularly chronological
age, mental age, association strength, and production. We
measured the influence of chronological age in prediction
skills because older participants have more experience with
language than younger ones; however, it seems that the ability
to predict a referent in highly or less highly semantically related
environments does not underlie this factor. This result does
not mean that prediction is not dependent on experience in
people with DS; in fact, the prediction of highly semantically
related information indicates that they need very common word
pairs to make predictions. The sentences with close relationships
were also those that our plausibility study found to have higher
probabilities of being heard. The association strength between
the verb and the noun also facilitates prediction regardless of
the condition. Thus, the frequency of the sentences and the
frequency of the relationships may contribute to the prediction
of a noun. Less common combinations of verbs and nouns also
diminish predictive ability in young people with DS.

We also found that mental age influences prediction in
people with DS in an unexpected direction: participants with
DS with greater mental age looked less at the target in the MV
condition. This result is contrary to that of Arias-Trejo et al.
(2019), who found a positive correlation between mental age
and the predictive ability of people with DS. Differences in the
mental age evaluation might explain this discrepancy. Arias-
Trejo et al. (2019) computed mental age by evaluating verbal
and non-verbal cognitive domains. In the present study, mental
age was based on comprehension ability. In other words, if
comprehension skills do not determine the ability of people with
DS to predict the upcoming noun, then more general cognitive
skills may do.

Associative models show that an increase in vocabulary
produces difficulties in word recognition because of the
competition and addition of weak associations to the lexicon
(Ramscar et al., 2014). This difficulty might be present in
the predictive recovery of words. It is possible that people
with DS had such difficulties related to the addition of new
words to the lexicon. One mechanism that helps overcome
competition problems is inhibition (e.g., McClelland and
Elman, 1986), a mechanism developed in early childhood
(Chow et al., 2016, 2019). People with DS may suppress weak

associations to avoid the interference produced by the
competition that increases with cognitive development. This
interpretation is supported by the observation that people with
DS predict better when the association strength is higher.
Nevertheless, this is a speculative interpretation and should be
taken with caution, not only because our experiment was not
designed to prove this point but also because the Bayes factor
provides evidence against the influence of verbal mental age on
prediction skills.

It is hypothesized that predictions are made by the
production system (Dell and Chang, 2014; Huettig, 2015;
Huettig and Janse, 2016; Pickering and Gambi, 2018).
For example, participants who scored better on productive
vocabulary tests were those who also presented better linguistic
anticipation skills (Mani and Huettig, 2012; Mani et al., 2016). In
the present study, we found no influence of production, either in
the closely related or moderately related verb conditions, in any
group of participants.

The lack of a relationship between production and
prediction could be interpreted as the production system not
being involved in the generation of top-down predictions;
however, this is unlikely in light of previous evidence (Martin
et al., 2013; Dell and Chang, 2014; Huettig, 2015; Huettig and
Janse, 2016; Pickering and Gambi, 2018). A second explanation
is in the use of resources in prediction-by-production: people
with DS have several cumulative factors that can hinder top-
down predictions. Working memory problems and processing
speed in people with DS are likely to interfere with the ability
to predict upcoming linguistic information (Huettig and Janse,
2016; Ito et al., 2018). For example, Huettig and Janse (2016)
found more predictive eye movements in the visual world
paradigm in people with better working memory and faster
processing speed. Participants with DS tended to have poor
reading skills, which could hinder their ability to predict, as
reported by Mishra (2012) for adults with low literacy and
(Huettig and Brouwer, 2015) for Dutch adults with dyslexia.
Thus, the lack of a relationship between production and top-
down predictions in people with DS may be better explained by
limitations in general cognition.

Limitations and future studies

The present study describes some prediction processes in
people with DS; however, it is important to consider some of the
study’s limitations. First, the sample of participants is small; it is
difficult to generalize our results to all populations with DS since
there is a high degree of variability in their cognitive profiles. The
sample size also affects the fixation data. There are unexpected
but significant differences across the trial: a slight preference for
the unrelated condition in the pre-verb and verb windows in the
DS group and a slight preference in the pre-verb window for the
closely related verb condition. We assume that these differences
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result from the small sample because there is no consistency in
the presentation of these clusters across groups or conditions; it
can thus be interpreted as a random preference created by the
high variability of our data.

Another limitation is that we evaluated only receptive
and expressive vocabulary because the COVID-19 pandemic
required us to administer the assessments online. Future
studies must explore more general cognitive skills, such as
working memory and processing speed, to better explain the
factors underlying DS prediction. Receptive vocabulary as a
measure of verbal mental age could also be insufficient; further
research should measure additional language skills or general
cognitive development.

People with DS also have a high prevalence of nystagmus,
which affects ocular control (Mathan et al., 2022). Given the
online nature of our study, we relied on parents for information
about possible problems with vision and hearing. Although this
bias would be a constant in the within-subject comparisons,
it is necessary to consider the problem in the between-subject
comparisons and also consider more robust measures of ocular
problems in the population with DS.

Conclusion

This study evaluated prediction skills in people with DS
using a preferential-looking task. It provides evidence that
young people with DS can anticipate upcoming information
based on the semantic relatedness between a verb and a noun.
Participants with DS predicted nouns in closely related verb-
noun pairs but not in pairs that were only moderately related
and in which they needed visual context to generate the
prediction. These effects are not explained by chronological
age, mental age, or productive vocabulary. These results suggest
that in people with DS, prediction is driven by association;
this offers clues about how people in this group process and
extract information from speech and in context. By studying
the mechanism that allows this, we can better understand how
this population uses it to learn more rapidly in situations
varying in context and how established predictions can be
used to promote learning. Our findings support an ecological
and feasible evaluation tool for the systematic measurement of
lexical prediction in people with DS, useful for understanding
the cognitive mechanisms of lexical prediction and how these
mechanisms can be strengthened through the implementation
of stimulation programs.
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